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Simultaneous Matrix Diagonalization for
Structural Brain Networks Classification
Nikita Mokrov, Maxim Panov, Boris A. Gutman, Joshua I. Faskowitz, Neda
Jahanshad and Paul M. Thompson
Abstract This paper considers the problem of brain disease classification based
on connectome data. A connectome is a network representation of a human brain.
The typical connectome classification problem is very challenging because of the
small sample size and high dimensionality of the data. We propose to use simulta-
neous approximate diagonalization of adjacency matrices in order to compute their
eigenstructures in more stable way. The obtained approximate eigenvalues are fur-
ther used as features for classification. The proposed approach is demonstrated to be
efficient for detection of Alzheimer’s disease, outperforming simple baselines and
competing with state-of-the-art approaches to brain disease classification.
1 Introduction
Connectomics is becoming one of the driving directions of modern neuroscience
research. The term “connectome” was introduced in 2005 to describe network rep-
resentations of human brain [24, 14]. Formally, a connectome is a weighted graph
where each node represents certain part of a brain and each edge characterizes the
structural connection between the regions of a brain. Insights about the network
organization of the brain can help to detect disease-related changes in their early
stages.
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The main challenge of connectome classification is a combination of small sam-
ple size with high dimensionality of the data. Especially challenging is the fact that
each object in the dataset is represented by graph. That is why most of the methods
for feature extraction from connectome graphs process each network separately. In
this work, we propose different approach to obtain more adequate and stable fea-
tures based on the joint structure of all connectomes in the dataset. We employ
simultaneous diagonalization of adjacency matrices to compute and use values on
the diagonal as features for classification.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the statement of
considered classification problem and existing approaches to its solution. Section 3
introduces the proposed feature extraction approach as well as overall classifica-
tion pipeline. In Section 4 we describe the experimental setup and the results of
experiments. Section 5 summarizes the study and discusses possible future research
directions.
2 Brain networks classification
2.1 Problem statement
We consider the classification problem where a single data point is described by the
adjacency matrix of the connectome network. The dataset becomes the set of n pairs
D =
{
(A1,y1), . . . ,(An,yn)
}
,
where Ai is the adjacency matrix of i-th connectome and yi is the corresponding
class label. We are going to consider several binary classification problems with
yi ∈ {0,1}. The goal of the study is to construct the classification algorithm which
takes adjacency matrixA of a connectome as input and outputs predicted class label
yˆ.
2.2 Existing approaches
The problem of brain network classification has been paid much attention re-
cently [17, 9, 21, 19, 18]. This problem is non-trivial as most modern classification
algorithms can work only with vectorial data while in our case each object in the
dataset is represented by graph. Thus, one needs to generate numerical features from
a graph, which can be done in multiple ways.
The first important question is what representation of a graph to use for further
processing. The paper [21] considers different types of matrices such as adjacency
matrix, graph Laplacian, normalized graph Laplacian and others. They further con-
sider different types of processing for the chosen matrix:
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• binarization;
• geometric normalization by the distance between centers of brain regions;
• weighted communicability normalization [7].
Each of the choices above has certain pros and cons, however the authors of [21]
report that the best results are achieved by combination of geometric and weighted
communicability normalization.
The second important question is what to do with the matrix in order to use it
as an input to a classification algorithm. Several approaches have been considered
in the literature, including vectorization of the whole matrix, considering the vec-
tor of node degrees of a graph [21] or the vector of eigenvalues [9], and different
variants of constructing the kernel between graphs [17, 9]. We note, that in all these
approaches features are generated for each connectome independently. To the best
of our knowledge, the only approach proposed for collective feature extraction in
brain networks is higher-order SVD [28].
If we consider the problem of feature extraction from general prospective, we
almost unavoidably come to the question of finding structure in the data. The key
challenge in the majority of machine learning problems is dealing with high dimen-
sionality of the data, given a sample of very limited size. In general case, so-called
“curse of dimensionality” requires the sample size to be of super linear order com-
pared to the dimension of the problem. However, in many situations the exploitation
of hidden structure in data enables us to significantly decrease the number of sam-
ples needed to achieve a desired level of quality. For the matrix data, there are several
types of useful structure, in particular
• block structure [23, 17, 19];
• low-rank structure [22].
In the graph case, blocks correspond to the community structure. By commu-
nity structure we mean the existence of groups of nodes that are much more
strongly linked inside the group compared to the rest of the graph. We note that
the community detection approach has been recently used for connectome classi-
fication [19, 18], where a certain kernel function was used to measure similarity
between graph partitions, which were again obtained independently for each graph.
In this paper, we stick to simply processing the adjacency matrix and focus more
on the feature extraction step. The main contribution of the study is dealing with
joint structure of matrices in the dataset as opposed to usual exploitation of indi-
vidual properties. We consider an approach to feature extraction based on spectral
properties of set of adjacency matrices which is conceptually simple, but allows to
achieve state-of-the-art results.
3 Proposed method
The proposed classification pipeline consists of two steps.
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1. Feature extraction by simultaneous matrix diagonalization.
2. Classification based on obtained features.
We are going to discuss these steps below.
3.1 Simultaneous matrix diagonalization
We start by recalling the classical eigenvalue decomposition of the adjacency ma-
trix:
Ai = UiLiU
T
i , i = 1, . . . ,n,
where Ui is a matrix of eigenvectors of the matrix Ai, and Li is a diagonal matrix of
corresponding eigenvalues.
Both eigenvectors Ui and eigenvalues Li can be useful for classification. For
example, eigenvectorsUi can be used to construct a kernel on linear subspaces cor-
responding to the top eigenvalues [15], while eigenvalues Li can be used directly
as feature vectors for machine learning algorithms. The latter approach was suc-
cessfully used for connectome classification [9]. However, it was found in [9] that
eigenvalues themselves are very noisy and certain smoothing is needed to achieve
reasonable results.
In our approach, we are going to look for linear subspaces that are common
for all the matrices in the dataset. The goal is achieved by simultaneous matrix
diagonalization, i.e. the following decomposition
Ai = UΛ iU
T
, i = 1, . . . ,n,
where U is an orthogonal matrix joint for all the adjacency matrices Ai, while ap-
proximately diagonal matrices Λ i are individual.
We note that a set of matrices is simultaneously diagonalizable if and only if all
the matrices in the set commute. Unfortunately, this property doesn’t hold for the
typical adjacency matrices of connectome networks. That is why only approximate
simultaneous diagonalization of adjacency matrices is possible. There are number
of algorithms designed specially for this problem [27, 4, 26]. We are going to use
the method [4], which minimizes the sum of off-diagonal elements
F(U) =
n
∑
i=1
off(U−1AiU
−T), off(M) = ∑
k 6=l
m2kl
over U via plane rotations. We further use diagonals of obtained matrices
λ i = diag(Λ i) = diag(U
−1AiU
−T)
as features for classification.
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3.2 Choice of classifier
Having selected the approach of feature extraction from connectome networks, one
question remaining is the choice of particular algorithm to perform classification
based on the obtained features. We consider several classical algorithms such as Lo-
gistic Regression (LR) [16], Support Vector Machines (SVM) with linear kernel [6],
Linear Models with Elastic Net Regularization trained by stochastic gradient de-
scent (SGD) [29], Random Forest (RF) [1] and Gradient Boosted Decision Trees
(GBDT) [12].
4 Experiments
4.1 Data
In this work, we consider the data gathered in the framework of the Alzheimer’s
Disease Neuroimaging Initiative. The database ADNI2 consists of MRI scans of
228 individuals with 756 scans in total. The mean age of the people in entire co-
hort was 72.9± 7.4 years (132 men and 96 women). This cohort includes people
with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), early-stage and late-stage mild cognitive impair-
ment (EMCI and LMCI) and normal controls (NC). The sizes of the groups are
summarized in Table 4.1.
Number AD LMCI EMCI NC
Individuals 47 40 80 61
Scans 136 147 283 190
Table 1 Subdivision of ADNI2 data samples into 4 categories.
T1-weighted (T1w) images were processed with FreeSurfer [10], where we used
cortical parcellation based on the Desikan-Killiany atlas [8] of 68 cortical brain re-
gions. In parallel, the average b0 of the DWI images was registered to the downsam-
pled (2mm isotropic MNI) T1w image, to account for susceptibility artifacts. DWI
images were corrected for eddy current and motion related distortions; b-vectors
were rotated accordingly. Probabilistic streamline tractography was performed us-
ing the Dipy [13] LocalTracking module with constrained spherical deconvolution
(CSD) [25]. Streamlines longer than 5mm with both ends intersecting the cortical
surface were retained. Edge weights in the original cortical connectivity matrices
were thus proportional to the number of streamlines detected by the algorithm.
We also tried the proposed approach on UCLA Autism dataset [23] and UCLA
APOE-4 dataset [2, 3]. We note that for the first dataset there are 94 connectiv-
ity matrices with 264 brain regions while the second dataset contains 55 individ-
uals with brain partitioned in 110 regions. Our diagonalization method failed to
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simultaneously diagonalize matrices for both datasets. The possible explanation is
in much higher dimensionality combined with greater noise in the data. The latter
statement is partially supported by the fact that typical quality of classification for
both datasets [21, 9] is much lower than for ADNI2 database considered in this
work.
4.2 Setup of experiments
We consider four binary classification problems:
1. Alzheimer’s disease versus normal controls (AD vs NC);
2. Alzheimer’s disease versus late-stage mild impairment (AD vs LMCI);
3. late-stage mild impairment vs early-stage mild impairment (LMCI vs EMCI);
4. early-stage mild impairment vs normal contact (EMCI vs NC).
We note that the first problem is the most simple one, while the other three are
harder but more important in practice.We also consider the multi-class classification
problem for all 4 classes simultaneously.
For binary classification problems, we measure the prediction quality of our al-
gorithm by area under receiver operating characteristic (ROC AUC). This classifi-
cation quality measure is useful when single number is needed to reflect the perfor-
mance of the classification algorithm [11]. The relatively small sample sizes in all
the considered problems require the careful choice of evaluation scheme.We use 10-
fold cross-validation, where the parameters of machine learning models were tuned
based on training data for each test fold, to ensure that we do not use any informa-
tion from testing data for training. The results were averaged over 100 independent
cross-validation partitions.
4.3 Tools
For the numerical experiments, we used Python programming language and Jupyter
notebook environment. We did matrix calculations and numerical analysis using
NumPy, SciPy, NetworkX and igraph libraries. The main classification pipeline was
implemented using scikit-learn library [20], which we used for all the classifiers
except GBDT. For Gradient Boosted Decision Trees, we used xgboost library [5].
The code is available from authors upon request.
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4.4 Results
First, we discuss the results for binary classification problem. We start by remind-
ing the state-of-the-art results for ADNI2 dataset [18] obtained by kernel algorithm
based on community structure, see Table 2.
AD vs NC AD vs LMCI LMCI vs EMCI EMCI vs NC
Community (SVM) 0.831±0.009 0.762±0.018 0.523±0.028 0.628±0.018
Table 2 Quality of classification for the method based on community structures of networks.
Tables 3 and 4 show the mean ROC AUC values for the classification based on
eigenvalues Li and diagonal values of simultaneously diagonalized matrices λ i re-
spectively. Figure 1 shows the results of best algorithms for each subproblem and
for both feature extraction approaches. We observe that for 3 out of 4 classification
problems simultaneous diagonalization allows to improve the quality of classifica-
tion.
AD vs NC AD vs LMCI LMCI vs EMCI EMCI vs NC
LR 0.732±0.017 0.646±0.018 0.550±0.014 0.594±0.011
SVC 0.721±0.023 0.646±0.016 0.550±0.015 0.484±0.047
SGD 0.746±0.021 0.638±0.017 0.547±0.017 0.593±0.017
RF 0.667±0.019 0.586±0.021 0.449±0.028 0.489±0.026
GBDT 0.697±0.020 0.572±0.029 0.435±0.023 0.483±0.029
Table 3 Quality of classification based on eigenvalues for 4 binary classification problems.
AD vs NC AD vs LMCI LMCI vs EMCI EMCI vs NC
LR 0.794±0.017 0.687±0.026 0.551±0.014 0.579±0.024
SVC 0.770±0.018 0.676±0.019 0.554±0.033 0.527±0.037
SGD 0.793±0.018 0.682±0.024 0.552±0.038 0.576±0.026
RF 0.722±0.022 0.610±0.033 0.540±0.030 0.568±0.017
GBDT 0.730±0.023 0.613±0.026 0.570±0.027 0.570±0.031
Table 4 Quality of classification based on simultaneous diagonalization for 4 binary classification
problems.
5 Conclusions
In this work, we show that a simple but powerful approach to simultaneous ma-
trix diagonalization allows us to extract more informative features for classification
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Fig. 1 Mean ROC AUC values for best methods for each problem and both feature extraction
methods.
compared to features extracted from individual adjacency matrices. The study of
4 binary brain disease classification problems shows that proposed approach out-
performs baselines based on spectra of graphs and in some cases competes with
state-of-the-art approaches to connectome classification. Further work may target
the incorporation of a feature extraction method inside the classification algorithm,
which may further improve classification quality. Another possibility is to find more
advanced approaches for simultaneous feature generation from graphs, for example
based on the graph community structure.
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